
崑崙八字拔腰功 Kunlun Eight Pulling Waist Gong  

 
This is a very special Qigong form from the Kunlun Dayan System. It is short but very 
effective at smoothing all the channels, strengthening the internal organs and opening the 
channels from the top to the bottom of the spine. It also makes the Upper Dantian connect 
to the Lower Dantian. In particular, it opens the Mingmen Point 命門穴, at the lower end of 
the spine and the vertebrate in the top third of the spine. At the end it also releases negative 
Qi through swinging the waist and from the Yongquan Points 涌泉穴, on the feet, by walking 
a Bagua Circle. It is very good for the waist, hips, knees, ankles, dizziness, and stomach 
problems. This is good short form in combination with Healthy Slapping Gong 拍打健身功 
and so after learning Kunlun Eight Pulling Waist Gong the next form should be Healthy 
Slapping Gong. 
 
Here is the poem of the Kunlun Eight Pulling Waist Gong 
 

八字拔腰是密傳, 兩環貫氣七步行. 

亮掌陰陽天地氣, 雙手捧氣到丹田. 

晃腰扭臀昆侖動, 行氣頭部到涌泉. 

拔腰下蹲排病氣, 腿腰疾患可根除. 

 

Eight Pulling Waist Gong is secretly passing down. 

Giving Qi to two Huantiao points when walking seven steps 

Opening two Palms to connect the Heaven and Earth Qi. 

Holding the Qi from the top to the Dantian with both hands. 

Swinging the waist, shaking the hips and moving the Kunlun. 

Qi circulates from the head to the Yongquan points. 

Pulling the Waist when squatting down to releasing the sick Qi. 

All the problems in the legs and the waist will recover. 

 

 

1. 放鬆站立  Relaxed Stance 

2. 八字走圈  Walking in a circle with Eight Shape Step ( 泥步 , Bagua Step) 

2. 提手貫氣  Pouring the Qi by lifting up the hand (Hegu 合谷 passing  
Taiyang 太 Ear, Shenshu 腎俞 and Huantiao Points 穴) 

3. 上步亮掌  Step Forward and Show the Palm 

4. 平步收氣 Even Steps and Collect the Qi 



5. 正面晃腰 Front Swinging Waist (9 times) 

6. 左面晃腰 Left Swinging Waist (9 times) 

7. 右面晃腰  Right Swinging Waist (9 times) 

8. 歸正晃腰  Back to the Front Swinging Waist (9 times) 

9. 外八字晃腰  Outward Eight Shape Swinging Waist (9 times) 

10.內八字晃腰  Inward Eight Shape Swinging Waist (9 times) 

11.下蹲拔腰  Squatting Down Pulling Waist (2 types each 9 times,  
Laogong 勞宮 to Liangqiu 梁丘 ) 

12. 纏手扣腿  Twining Hands and Hook the Leg (Neiguan 內關,  
Waiguan 外關 and Sword Fingers 劍指 to Yongquan 涌泉) 

13. 收功   Shou Gong 
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